
Comparison 300/400 type auto table phones late 1930s to early 1960s 

 

 

             

        No. 10 dial                             No. 12 dial  

       (No. 21 similar to no. 12 but plastic body)   

         

332 UK design - 1939 onwards     

                               

                  

300 AT Australian design - 1945 onwards (Image source TJA) 

NOTES 

 300s have the 164/184 handset - rectangular design and “spit cup” mouthpiece. Cloth or plaited 3 conductor 

cords but refurbished ones often have plastic sheathed curly cords.  

 British 332: Usually a drawer or drawer blanking plate, Early ones had a no. 10 dial and the circuit is 

mounted inside the case with a separate base plate. Originally in black, ivory, red and green. 

 Australian 300 AT: No blanking plate, Later ones often had a no. 12 dial (1950), circuit mounted directly on 

base and some changes to terminal connections (see circuit). 

 The early no. 10 dial (from approx late 1920s) is recognisable by the slipping cam and broad finger stop and 

the no. 12 (approx 1950) has “trigger” mechanism and narrower finger stop. No. 21 (approx 1960) similar to 

no. 12 but plastic body and narrow finger stop. 



 
 



 

Images sourced PMG Technicians Handbooks 

  

  



400 type auto table phones 1957 – 1963 

 
Image source https://www.britishtelephones.com/aus/400type.htm 

NOTES 

 Construction of 400 carried on from the 300s using similar mechanical components. UK versions – the  

circuit still in case. Australian version - circuit on base. 

 The 400 was based on the Ericsson 1000 and prototype British Tele 700. All 400s have the curved handset 

with 4T receiver and no. 13 carbon transmitter. Originally cloth covered cords but refurbished ones may 

have a replacement plastic sheathed curly cord. Generally the 400 series have vents/finger grips in the side 

of the case. Available in black and ivory. 

 British 400s: GEC and Ericsson (ivory only from Ericsson). Usually a drawer blanking plate, usually a no. 12 

dial (or possibly a later no. 21 dial) and the circuit is mounted inside the case with a separate base plate  

similar to 332. 

 Australian 400s: AWA Similar layout to the Australian 300AT. No blanking plate, usually a no. 12 dial, circuit 

mounted directly on the base and some changes to terminal connections (see circuit). 

 Probably the quickest ways to identify a 400 type are the different handset, its 4 conductor cord and values 

of ASTIC (voice coil) and capacitor which are significantly different to the 300.  
Coincidentally the PMG item numbers for the 400 series were in the 400s. This didn’t happen with any other 

Australian phones. Collectors have retrospectively adopted these numbers to identify the models. 
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